Karten wie diese erklären dir Schritt für Schritt, wie STASI RAUS - ES IST AUS! gespielt wird. Lege diesen Kartenstapel als Nachziehstapel in die Mitte des Tisches und lege diese Karte zur Seite.

Cards like this one explain step by step how to play STASI - OVER AND OUT. Put this card pile as a draw pile in the middle of the table and put this card aside.
November 1989. Under pressure from the civil rights movement, the GDR leadership has to retreat. The dictatorship is in an overt crisis, from which it will not recover. This affects the Ministry for State Security as well. On November 6th, a few days before the Wall came down, Minister Erich Mielke orders the destruction of documents.

Put the history and rule cards aside after reading out loud.
Game Idea

In this game you work for the Stasi. **The goal of the game is to destroy as many documents as possible.** Watch out for the citizens, who will try to stop you and your colleagues.

Every destroyed document earns you points. At the end, the player with the most points wins the game.

Now everyone draws an *ID card* from the draw pile and places it in front of them. Put remaining *ID cards* back into the box.
Playing the Game

• **Draw three cards:** Draw three cards from the draw pile. Place them face-up above your ID card.

• **Play actions:** You may now play up to two actions. You may play two different ones, or the same one twice. After that it’s the next player’s turn.

Begin your turn by drawing three cards.
ACTION: Destroy a document

At the end of the game you add up all the points of your destroyed documents. **To destroy a document, put one of the documents placed in front of you face-down under your ID card.**

*(Other actions are explained later.)*
ACTION: Distract a citizen

The game ends when at the end of a turn five or more citizens are placed in front of all the players together. Now add up the points of all your destroyed documents and subtract all the negative points from the citizens that are placed in front of you. The player with the most points wins the game.

To distract a citizen, put a citizen that is placed in front of you face-down under the draw pile.
ACTION: Follow a procedure

There are documents with procedures - these are special game actions.

To follow a procedure, put it face-up on the discard pile (next to the draw pile) and follow the instructions on it. Documents with procedures are treated like normal documents and can therefore also be destroyed.
Calls for the elimination of the secret police get louder. The government tries to save the Ministry and renames it “Office of National Security” (AfNS) on 17th November 1989. At the same time, the Stasi takes measures to destroy certain documents. Despite attempts to maintain secrecy, these actions do not go unnoticed. On December 4th and 5th, citizens across the country occupy nearly all district offices of the AfNS to stop the work of the Stasi and the destruction of documents. The destruction is officially discontinued.

Now take the pile of cards marked “Top Secret”, put it on the draw pile and put the top card aside.
Play again

If you want to play STASI - OVER AND OUT! again and all players already know the rules, leave the rules and history cards in the box. Shuffle all documents and citizen cards and put them in the middle of the table as the draw pile.

If you want to play again with the rule cards, sort all the cards according to the numbers to make two card piles again.
Only the Stasi headquarters in Berlin are not yet occupied. Disregarding the political decisions, documents continue to be destroyed there. On 15th January 1990, the New Forum invites the public to attend the rally „With Fantasy Against Stasi“. People enter the grounds of Berlin‘s Stasi headquarters. The end of the State Security is sealed and numerous documents are saved.

You now know all the rules of the game. Shuffle the remaining draw pile and keep playing until at the end of a turn five or more citizens are placed in front of all the players together.